
OSCAR PARTY for 
two

Time:  3 + hours
Cost:   $
Location:  At Home
Category:  Entertainment Dates
Level:  Easy

Materials Needed:
Printable Oscar Statue
Printable Invite
Printable Games - Bingo, Fish Bowl, Mad Libs
Printable Oscar Prediction Sheet
Access to stream or watch the Academy Awards
Optional decor - gold balloons, red carpet, etc.
Sparkling wine or cider
Snacks - tuxedo cookies, popcorn, etc.

Instructions:
That time of year has rolled around again - the Academy Awards. While you probably haven't 
seen all of the movies nominated, watching the Oscars can be a fun way to catch up with last 
year in entertainment and with your date. To start, print the printables and gather your 
materials. Deliver your invite. Then, when the night comes, welcome your date and make your 
predictions. Watch the Oscars, playing the games and eating snacks in between time. At the 
end, compare your predictions with the winners. Give each other your own Oscars, choosing 
the categories for yourselves. 

FOR LINKS TO THE PRINTABLES AND MORE IDEAS VISIT
makeadateofit.com/blog/oscar-party-for-two



Lights . . . Camera . . . ACTION

join me for an              

OSCAR party                                                          
for two

When:               Where:

Each of you writes ten words or phrases on slips of paper. You can write films, characters, actors, or 
anything else relating to this year's Oscars. Then, place all of the slips into a bowl. Take turns giving clues 

to your partner within one minute. Every answer your partner guesses correctly gives you one point. After all 
of the slips are gone from the bowl, add up your points. Then, return the slips to the bowl for the next round. 

The game has four rounds, as follows:

1. Screenwriting - describe the word or phrase without using the word itself, motions, 
"sounds like", spelling, or rhyming. 
2. Title Sequencing - give your partner a one-word clue to describe the word or phrase.
3. Visual Effects - give your partner clues to the word or phrase using only actions.
4. Sound Editing - give your partner clues to the word or phrase using only sounds (no 
words!).

ACADEMY AWARD

Fish Bowl 



Oscar Challenge
Best Picture

____________
Actor

____________
Actress

____________

Supporting Actor
____________

Supporting Actress
____________

Animated Film
____________

Cinematography
____________

Costume Design
____________

Directing
____________

Documentary
____________

Documentary Short
____________

Film Editing
____________

Foreign Language Film

____________
Makeup + Hairstyling
____________

Original Score
____________

Original Song
____________

Production Design
____________

Animated Short
____________

Short Film
____________

Sound Editing
____________

Adapted Screenplay
____________

Original Screenplay
____________

Sound Mixing
____________

Visual Effects
____________

Use this list to predict the winners of this year's Academy Awards. 
For the list of nominees, visit oscar.go.com/nominees.



ACADEMY AWARD

Bingo
ACADEMY AWARD

Bingo
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DIRECTOR
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POLITICAL 
STATEMENT

SURPRISING 
ACCENT



ACADEMY AWARD

Mad Libs
ACADEMY AWARD

Mad Libs
I'D LIKE TO THANK THE ACADEMY

A TRANSCRIPT OF THE ALL-TIME MOST _____ (adj) SPEECH

Thank you! Thank you. Wow. I feel so _______ (feeling) being up here 
in front of all of you _______ (plural noun). I ________ (feeling 
towards someone) all of you so much. Everyone I was nominated 
against gave such _______ (adj) performances. They deserve 
_______ (plural nouns) for what they have done. Whoa this 
_______ (noun) is much heavier than it looks!  Anyway, I'd like to 
thank my _______ (professional) for _______ (verb ending -ing) 
me so hard. I'd like to thank ______ (name) for taking me all the way 
from ________ (place) and getting me on my ________ (body 
part) in the industry. Mom, Dad, you have always felt that being an 
actor was ________ (adj), and you have _______ (past tense 
verb) me  anyway. My dog, ________ (breakfast food), has been very 
________ (adj) with me. And my spouse, ________ (unusual 
name), thanks for memorizing ________ (plural noun) with me. Oh 
no, no, don't start the music!  I just want to say that all of you out 
there should believe in your ________ (plural noun). Take those 
________ (same plural noun) and _________ (verb) them every 
day. And once you reach those __________ (same plural noun), take 
them and rub them in your _________'s (relationship) _______ 
(body part). Say to them, "______________" (comeback line). 
Because after all of that _______ (adj) work, you deserve to feel 
_______ (emotion) and they should feel _________ (same 
emotion) for you. Follow your ______ (body part). Follow your_____ 
(plural noun). Stick up for what you _______ (verb). Thank you. 

OSCARS TAKE WILD TURN
AN EXCERPT FROM THE _______ (place) GAZETTE

This year's Academy Awards were both ________ (adj) and 
________ (opposite adj). The red carpet was ________ (adj) with 
________ (adverb) dressed stars and, to no one's surprise, 
________ (celebrity) showed up wearing a ________ (adj) 
________ (piece of clothing) instead of a ________ (piece of 
clothing). As the show began, the understudy host, _________ 
(celebrity), came out to reveal that the initial host, _________ 
(celebrity), came down with a ________ (adj) case of the 
________ (illness) and would not be hosting. As if that were not 
enough, most of the orchestra left saying "__________" (lame 
excuse) and did not attend. Instead, the orchestra was replaced by a 
lone ________ (musical instrument) player. The awards themselves 
went _______(adverb) with ________ (celebrity) winning Best 
_________ (noun) and the underdog _______ (celebrity) winning 
Best ________ (noun). The speeches got extremely _________ 
(adj) this year, with many celebrities standing against _______ (adj) 
______ (plural noun) and even some advocating that _______ 
(plural noun)  be given more _______ (plural noun).  The night ended 
with a _______ (verb ending -ing) turn of events. As the winner of 
best picture was about to be announced, _______ (celebrity) 
_______ (past tense verb) on stage before ________ (verb ending 
-ing) and screaming, "___________!" (famous movie quote). The 
audience went _______ (adj) and utter chaos ensued as the 
_______ (adj) celebrities exited the theatre. 
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